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ABSTRACT

The concept of F-montonicity was first Introduced by Kato [2,3]

and this generalizes the notion of monotonicity introduced by Minty [Sj,

The purpose of this paper is to define various types of F-monotonicities

and discuss the relationships among them.
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lYl: .: TION

Let X and Y be any two (real or complex) Banach spaces. Let

F and T be two non-linear operators such that

and

F r D(F) - X

T : D(T)

S(F) C Y

Y* ,

where D and R denote the domain and the range of the operators, respectively.

The concept of F-monotonicity of the operator T was introduced and discussed

in Kato [2,3]. The usual concept of monotonicity introduced by Minty (51

and discussed by many others is a special case of this concept, the case for

which F is the identity operator.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce various types of F-

monotonicities and discuss the relationships among them. We first introduce

the following definitions:

T is said to be F-monotone if

re(Tx - Ty, F(x-y)) *. 0 for all x,yeD(T)

and strictly F-monotone if

re(Tx - Ty, F(x,y)) > 0 for all >,ytt(T), x t y .

T is strongly F~montone if there exists a constant c > 0 such that

re(Tx - Ty, F(x,y)) £ c |F(x,y)||2

for all x,y€D(T). T is called a-F moot one if there exists a

continuous strictly increasing function a i [0,«0 + [0,»J vlth

a(0) • 0 and (r) •+ » as r •+ - such that

re(Tx - Ty, F(x-y)) >,||F(x.y)|j a

for all x,yeD(T).

T is F-coercive if

(Tx.Ti

l'«ll
as ||Fx||
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Let Y - X and F be the identity operator on X. Then the above

concepts are Just equivalent to monotonlcity, strict nonotonlcity, strong

monotonicity, u-monotonicity and coerciwity in the usual sense.

Let X be reflexive, Y • X* and X* be strictly convex. Let

P i X-»X* be the duality map in the usual sense (which is well-defined if

we assume |[Fx|| « ||x|| ). In this case F-nonotonlcity of T (which has range

space Y* • X) means that T is accretive in the sense of Browder (11- It

may be noted here that in this case F is itself wontone in the usual sense.

Let K be a convex subset of X. Then

xCK: (Tx, F(y-x)) %. 0 for all y«K (1)

will b« called a generalited variations! inequality and any x «K which

satisfies (1) will be called a solution of (1). Similarly

xftK t (Ty, F(x-y)) >, 0 for a l l y e K (2)

will be called another generalized variations! Inequality, Note that If F

is the identity map in (1) and (2), then we get the usual vartatlonal

inequalities. Let S( and S^, respectively, denote the tets of solutions

of (1) and (2).

Let K be a convex cone in X. Let K* be a subset of Y*

defined by

K* - (y«Y* : (y.Fx)'* 0 for all xftK} .

Then

, Tx«K* , (Tx.Fx) - 0 (3)

will be called a generalised complementarity problem and any xeK which

satisfies (3) will be called a solution of (3). Note that if K is the

identity u p , then (3) reduces to the usual complementarity problem. Let

C denote the set of all solutions of (3).

Before describing the results we first quote the following definitions

which will be needed in the sequel. The Mapping F is said to be positive

homogeneous if

F(tx) - t F(O for t > 0 .

F is called symmetric if F(x> - F(-x) and antisyimetric if F(x) - -F(-x)

for all x«D(F). F is said to be additive if

F(x + y) • F(x) + F(y) for x,y£D(F) .

The mapping T Is said to be hemicontinuous If D(T) is convex and for any

x.yeD(T), the nap t -» T(tx + (1-t) y) of |0,l] to Y* is continuous

for the natural topology of (0,1) and the weak topology of Y* .
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RESULTS

Theorem 1. If T r D(T)cX->Y* is u-F monotone, then it is strictly F-

nonotone (hence F-nonotone)and F-coercive, In particular, every strongly

F-monotoneoperator is strictly F-ttonotoneand F-coercive.

Proof. It follows from the definition that every «-F wonotone operator is

strictly F-monotone. To prove F-coerctvity. let T be a-monotane. To prove

F- coercivity let T be a-nonotone. Then there exists a continuous strictly

Increasing function a i |0,») + (0,"l with o(0) » 0 and o(r) + - as

r •» •• such that

re (Tx-TO.Fx) J, |Fx| o(j|Fx||)
or

re(Tx.Fx) ;$, re(TO.Fx) + |Fi|j a(|(Fx|()

re(Tx.Fx) re(T0,Fx> +o(|,Fx|,)

as ||Fxj| - . .

Therefore T is F-coerclve and this completes th» proof.

Theorem 2. If F is antisymmetric and T is strictly F-monotone, then S,

is either enpty or a singleton.

Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that x, and %- are in S. . Then

and

re(Tx2, F(x,-x,)) £, 0

since F is antisymmetric it follows from (4) that

re(Tx,, F(x,-*,)) ̂  0

From (5) and (6) we obtain

(4)

(5)

(6)

Since T is strictly F-monotone, this is impossible unless Xj - *2, and this

completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 3. Let F be positive homogeneous, let T be F-monotone and heni-

contlnuous. Then

S l ' S2 •



Proof. Let x €S,. Since T is F-monotone

re(Ty, F(y-x)) >, re(Tx, F(y-x)) >, 0

Hence x ft S2 .

Let x B S , . Let y*K be arbitrary. Since K is convex,

yt - (1-t) x + ty, 0 < t < 1

is in K. Hence

(Tyt, F(yt-x)) ̂ 0 .

But y. - x « t(y-x) and since F is positive homogeneous we have

(Tyt, F(y-x)) » 0 .

Since T is hemicontinuous we now have

(Tx, F(y-x))

and hence x«Sj . Thus and this completes tha proof.

Theorem 4. Let K be a closed convex cone in X, F additive and anti-

symmetric. Then C " Sj .

Proof. Let xftS, . Take y - 0. Then (Tx, P(-x))$.O. Since F Is

antlsynmetric we have (Tx.Fx)iO. Take y - 2 x € K . Then (Tx.Fx) >, 0.

Thus (Tx.Fx) - 0. Assume, to the contrary, that Txj( K* . Then there exists

yQftlt such that (Tx,FyQ) < 0. Since x«Sj and F is additive we have

0 > (Tx,Fy0) ,»(Tx,Fx) - 0 .

This contradiction proves that Tx e K* and hence x eC. Thus S j C C ,

Since F is additiv

completes the proof.

Since F is additive, It Is obvious that C e S j . Thus C - S and this
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